Mission Statement
We are a Catholic institution of learning dedicated to advancing the frontiers of knowledge in the theoretical and applied fields through quality graduate education that is comprehensive and responsive to the needs of society.

We are committed to the formation of scholars and high-quality professionals who are ethical, competent, compassionate, and committed to the service of their respective professions, the church, the nation, and the global community.

Vision Statement
We envision a Graduate School that stands for excellence and innovation and that is globally recognized for its distinct degree programs and quality research outputs.

Goals and Objectives
The Graduate School commits itself to develop:
1. competent professionals who, inspired by the ideals of St. Antoninus of Florence, promote excellence in the production, advancement, and transmission of specialized knowledge and skills in the sciences, the arts, and community service;
2. scholarly researchers and creative thinkers who, kindled by St. Thomas Aquinas’ ardent desire for truth, aspire to become fonts of intellectual creativity and, in their quest for quality research, are proficient and critical in assessing and communicating information in various fields that impact the professions, the church, the nation, and the global community;
3. professional Christian leaders who, touched by St. Dominic de Guzman’s apostolic fire and warmed by Mary’s motherly care, articulate ethics and truth, high level of moral maturity in resolving issues and promoting social justice and compassion for the poor, and care for the environment;
4. globally engaged citizens who, with ardent advocacy for life, promote a deeper understanding of tolerance and justice as well as linguistic, religious, and cultural diversities as a result of precise evaluation of modern problems and inquiries;
5. committed scholars who, nurtured by the dogmas of Christian faith and values, are dedicated to the pursuit of truth through the promotion of an intellectual culture that values academic rigor and freedom of scientific investigations; and
6. lifelong learners who, empowered by St. Antoninus of Florence’s zeal for learning, are committed to the advancement of a higher culture through a continuous search for intellectual inquiries and new knowledge as well as faithfulness to Catholic intellectual traditions.

Programmed Learning Outcomes (PLO)
After completing the degree program, the student must be able to:
1. Demonstrate an updated knowledge of current developments in the discipline of creative writing, as well as a richer and more formal background in literature (particularly Philippine literature, and in the genre in which they work);
2. Exhibit a higher level of writing, both in terms of craft and of philosophical/socio-political/moral insights, as well as articulate their own poetics.
3. Epitomize a high level of professionalism as creative writers, as well as take their place as leaders of the literary community, not just in the University but in the larger society;
4. Write their own books of poetry, fiction, creative nonfiction and/or drama that effectively communicate their ideas to their intended audience;
5. Exhibit a deeper and broader understanding of the role of creative writing and literature in the development of a highly cultured society both in the local and global contexts;
6. Demonstrate a richer and more formal background in literature (particularly Philippine literature, and in the genre in which they work), as well as articulate their own poetics.

MASTER OF ARTS IN CREATIVE WRITING

PREREQUISITE COURSES (6 UNITS)

GS 500 – St. Thomas and Critical Thinking
As the philosophical foundation of Research Methodology, it is a study of the principles of skills in critical thinking according to St. Thomas Aquinas in the three areas of mental cognition: simple apprehension, judgment, and reasoning; and of common fallacies towards the acquisition of the art of argumentation.

GS 501 – Literary Research (From Concept to Framework)
Methodical study and application of the historical, descriptive and textual methods of literary investigation for the retrieval, authentication, interpretation and evaluation of literary texts in view of the goals of literary criticism and appreciation. By the way of framework and background, it involves familiarity with literary theory and Philosophy of Literature as bases for content and direction of research agenda.

SPECIALIZATION COURSES (9 UNITS)

CW 601 – Poetry Writing Workshop 1 (Fundamentals of Poetry Writing)
CW 602 – Fiction Writing Workshop 1 (Fundamentals of Fiction Writing)
CW 603 – Creative Nonfiction Writing Workshop 1 (Fundamentals of Creative Nonfiction Writing)
CW 604 – Theories for Writers (Theories of Literary Criticism)
CW 605 – Poetics for Writers (Philosophy of Writing)

TOTAL = 42 UNITS
**Summary of Program Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Requirements</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisite Courses</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Courses</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization Courses</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognate Courses</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written Comprehensive Exam</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thesis Writing I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thesis Writing II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thesis Writing III</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>42</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>